Fully doped oligomers of emeraldine salt: polaronic versus bipolaronic configuration.
Calculations for model oligomers of the emeraldine salt with UBLYP/6-31G*/PCM are performed. The models differ in number of monomers, in the position of the counterions (Cl(-)), and in multiplicity. The molecular features affected most prominently by the protonation, namely, structure, energetics, and electron and spin density partitioning are analyzed. The results show unequivocally that the studied molecular characteristics are essentially size independent. The octamer profiles of all parameters are repeated in the dodecamer and the hexadecamer. The bipolaronic forms are energetically more favorable than the polaronic ones within the chosen protocol. The electronic structure in the intermediate multiplicities differs from the bipolaronic and polaronic periodicity. The geometrical changes and electron density redistribution upon increase of multiplicity illustrate the pathway of intramolecular bipolaron-polaron conversion. The orbital analysis rationalizes the observed behavior of the oligomers.